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ABSTRACT
The lateral superior olive (LSO) contains cells that are sensitive to intensity differences
between the two ears, a feature used by the brain to localize sounds in space. This report
describes a source of input to the LSO that complements bushy cell projections from the
ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN). Injections of biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) into the
dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) of the rat label axons and swellings in several brainstem
structures, including the ipsilateral LSO. Labeling in the ipsilateral LSO was confined to a
thin band that extended throughout the length of the structure such that it resembled an
LSO isofrequency lamina. The source of this labeled pathway was not obvious, because DCN
neurons do not project to the LSO, and VCN bushy cells were not filled by these injections.
Filled neurons in several brainstem structures emerged as possible sources. Three observations suggest that most of the axonal labeling in the LSO derives from a single source. First,
the number of labeled VCN planar multipolar cells and the amount of labeling in the LSO
were consistent and robust across animals. In contrast, the number of labeled cells in most
other structures was small and highly variable. Second, the locations of planar cells and filled
axons in the LSO were related topographically to the position of the DCN injection site. Third,
labeled terminal arborizations in the LSO arose from collaterals of axons in the trapezoid
body (output tract of planar cells). We infer that planar multipolar cells, in addition to bushy
cells, are a source of ascending input from the cochlear nucleus to the LSO. J. Comp. Neurol.
461:452– 465, 2003. © 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
Indexing terms: axon collaterals; binaural hearing; intensity coding; neuroanatomy

The lateral superior olive (LSO) is one of several distinct
nuclei that form the superior olivary complex (SOC). The
SOC is located in the upper medulla, rostral to the facial
nucleus and flanked by the abducens and facial nerves.
The LSO receives binaural input by way of the cochlear
nuclei (CN) and so is part of an ascending pathway that is
hypothesized to process sound localization cues (for reviews see Schwartz, 1992; Irvine, 1992). In turn, the axons
of LSO principal neurons target cells in the nuclei of the
lateral lemniscus and the inferior colliculus (Beyerl, 1978;
Glendenning et al., 1981; Glendenning and Masterton,
1983). In rodents, such as the rat, the LSO also gives rise
to descending pathways that end in the cochlea (White
and Warr, 1983; Aschoff and Ostwald, 1988). Many LSO
principal cells are sensitive to interaural intensity differ© 2003 WILEY-LISS, INC.

ences (IIDs), one of the acoustic features used to localize
sounds in space (Boudreau and Tsuchitani, 1968; Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Caird and Klinke, 1983; Park et al.,
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INPUTS TO THE LSO
1997; Irvine et al., 2001; Tollin and Yin, 2002a,b). This
sensitivity implies that LSO principal cells are targeted by
neural pathways that encode intensity. In the present
study, we provide evidence that planar cells, a subclass of
multipolar cells in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN),
project to the LSO.
The LSO receives input from two neural pathways that
originate in each CN (Warr, 1966; van Noort, 1969; Tolbert and Morest, 1982; Glendenning et al., 1985; Cant and
Casseday, 1986). Spherical bushy cells (SBCs) from the
ipsilateral CN are thought to provide excitatory input to
LSO neurons (Glendenning et al., 1985; Cant and Casseday, 1986; Smith et al., 1993). Globular bushy cells (GBCs)
initiate the pathway beginning on the opposite side of the
brain. GBCs project to the contralateral medial nucleus of
the trapezoid body (MNTB; Tolbert and Morest, 1982;
Spirou et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1991), and MNTB neurons then send inhibitory projections to the LSO on the
same side (Spangler et al., 1985; Kuwabara and Zook,
1991; Smith et al., 1998; Henkel and Gabriele, 1999;
Sanes and Friauf, 2000). The two inputs create EI cells
that are excited by sounds in the ipsilateral ear and inhibited by sounds in the contralateral ear. EI cells vary
with respect to the range of IIDs causing changes in their
discharge rate. Because LSO cells are sensitive to IIDs
over a wide range of average intensities (Boudreau and
Tsuchitani, 1968; Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Tsuchitani,
1977; Tollin and Yin, 2002a), the two pathways converging in the LSO are hypothesized to signal changes in
intensity even at high intensities. Intensity coding in the
auditory nerve and the CN remains a key question impacting models of spectral representation, signal detection
in noise, as well as sound localization. Therefore, resolving
the pathways and mechanisms underlying the sensitivity
of LSO cells to IIDs is crucial for a better understanding of
the mechanisms for intensity coding at these early stages
of the auditory pathway.
The direct and indirect innervation of the LSO by VCN
bushy cells is well documented, but there is also evidence
that other VCN cell types project to the LSO. Retrograde
and anterograde tracing techniques have demonstrated
that neurons in the posterior VCN (PVCN) project to the
ipsilateral LSO (Glendenning et al., 1985; Cant and
Casseday, 1986; Thompson and Thompson, 1987, 1991;
Vater and Feng, 1990; Thompson, 1998). Multipolar (stellate) cells are the dominant cell class in this division of the
VCN, whereas most bushy cells are located in the anterior
VCN (AVCN) or rostral PVCN (Cant, 1992). In addition, a
few examples of intracellularly filled multipolar cells have
been observed to send a collateral axon into the ipsilateral
LSO (Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984; Friauf and Ostwald,
1988). Multipolar cells are composed of distinct subclasses
of neurons, and the particular groups that innervate the
LSO are unknown.
We have been studying the morphology and axonal projections of VCN multipolar cells (Doucet and Ryugo, 1997;
Doucet et al., 1999b). In these studies, multipolar neurons
were retrogradely labeled after making a small injection of
biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) into the DCN. In the
same experiments, we noticed a prominent band of anterogradely filled axons and swellings in the ipsilateral LSO.
Because DCN neurons do not innervate the ipsilateral
LSO (Osen, 1972; Warr, 1982), we sought to identify the
source of these filled axons. We analyzed the number and
location of retrogradely labeled neurons in brainstem
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structures as a function of the location of the injection site
along the tonotopic axis of the DCN. Our conclusion is that
collaterals of VCN planar multipolar cells innervate the
ipsilateral LSO. Part of this work was presented in preliminary form at the 25th annual midwinter research
meeting of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology,
January 27–31, 2002, St. Petersburg Beach, Florida.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present report is based on data obtained from eight
male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing between 290 and
385 g. All animals and procedures were used in accordance with the NIH guidelines and with the approval of
the Johns Hopkins Medical School Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Dye injection and tissue processing
Our methods for exposing and injecting the DCN with
BDA (mw 10,000; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) have
been described in detail previously (Doucet and Ryugo,
1997) and so will be outlined only briefly. Each rat was
anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of sodium
pentobarbital (40 mg/kg) and then given an intramuscular
injection of atropine sulfate (0.05 mg) to reduce mucous
secretions. When the animal was areflexic to a paw pinch,
the soft tissues overlying the dorsal aspect of the skull
were removed, the occipital bone overlying one side of the
cerebellum was drilled away, and a portion of the cerebellum was aspirated in order to view the DCN. The tip of a
glass electrode (15–25 m inner diameter) filled with a
10% solution of BDA [in 0.01 M phosphate buffer (PB), pH
7.4] was lowered 200 –250 m below the surface of the
DCN. Positive current pulses (5A; 7 seconds on, 7 seconds off) were used to inject BDA for 4 –5 minutes. Subsequently, gel foam was used to fill the space created by
the aspirations, the skin sutured, and the animal allowed
to recover.
Animals were allowed to survive for between 3 and 13
days. The rats were then perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.12 M PB (pH 7.4). Brains were placed in a 30%
sucrose solution (in 0.1 M PB, pH 7.4) for 1 or 2 days at
4°C. They were then frozen, and 50-m coronal sections
were cut through the brainstem using a sliding microtome. Every section through the CN and the SOC was
saved, whereas we processed every other section through
the inferior colliculus (IC). For five cases, BDA-filled structures were revealed using standard procedures (ABC
Elite; Vector, Burlingame, CA) with nickel-enhanced diaminobenzidine. Sections were mounted on subbed slides
and air dried overnight; then, half were stained with
cresyl violet, and all were coverslipped with Permount. At
this point, BDA-filled structures appear black when
viewed with the light microscope. For three cases, sections
were incubated overnight at 4°C in a solution of streptavidin conjugated to indocarbocyanine (Cy3; Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories; West Grove, PA; 1:10,000 in
0.12 M PBS, pH 7.4). After washing, the sections were
mounted on subbed slides and coverslipped with Krystalon (Harleco; EM Science, Gibbstown, NJ). For these three
cases, BDA-filled structures appear red when viewed with
a fluorescent microscope and a rhodamine barrier filter.
In seven rats, the injection sites were restricted to the
DCN (see, e.g., Fig. 1A). In one rat, the injection site
spilled into the dorsal acoustic stria (DAS) beneath the
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DCN (see Fig. 7). For this same rat, we had cut the DAS
medial to the DCN immediately after injecting BDA into
the DCN.

1991). Regions directly ventral to the LSO are included
within the LNTB.

Data analysis

RESULTS
Labeling in the VCN

In all cases, we observed retrogradely labeled cells and
anterogradely labeled axons and swellings in several
brainstem structures. In this report, we focus on the anterograde labeling in the LSO and describe those aspects
of the data relevant to identifying the source of this label.
In seven rats, we counted retrogradely labeled cells in
the VCN, the SOC, and the IC. The retrograde and anterograde labeling in the remaining rat was too sparse and
light for quantitative analysis. Counts were performed
using 15⫻ eyepieces and a 40⫻ objective (NA 0.95). The
nucleolar criterion was not used, because many times the
label obscured the nucleus. Labeled cells were counted in
every section. The total number of labeled cells in the IC
was estimated by doubling the final count. In three experiments, we did not count cells in the IC because the Cy3
signal was too weak compared with background.
For all eight cases, the pattern of retrograde and anterograde labeling in the VCN and LSO was summarized
by constructing photomontages of three to five evenly
spaced sections through each structure (10⫻ objective). In
three rats, the location of axonal swellings with respect to
the borders of SOC nuclei was plotted in two or three
evenly spaced sections through the LSO using a Nikon
E600 microscope and Neurolucida hardware and software
(Microbrightfield Inc., Essex, VT). The outlines of the SOC
nuclei were drawn at low magnification (10⫻ objective),
and the position of the swellings was plotted at high
magnification (100⫻ objective).
All photographs were collected using a CCD color camera (Hamamatsu C5810) interfaced with a Macintosh G3
computer and imported into Adobe Photoshop (v6.0). Photomontages were constructed within Photoshop. Photomicrographs and photomontages were altered (if necessary)
using procedures consistent with standard darkroom techniques.

Identifying SOC nuclei
Most subdivisions of the SOC were defined using previously published criteria (Osen et al., 1984; Faye-Lund,
1986; Vetter et al., 1991). The borders of the LSO, medial
superior olive (MSO), MNTB, and superior paraolivary
nucleus (SPN) are easily recognized. The borders of the
surrounding periolivary nuclei are less clear. In the
present study, regions caudal and rostral to the LSO are
referred to as caudal periolivary nuclei (CPO) and rostral
periolivary nuclei (RPO). In sections through the LSO,
periolivary areas were partitioned into three regions.
First, the ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (VNTB) is
located ventral to the MSO, SPN, and MNTB. VNTB neurons are heterogeneous with respect to size and shape,
and they appear to be organized into rows interleaved
with fascicles of trapezoid body (TB) fibers. Many VNTB
cells are elliptical or oval, with the long axis oriented
parallel to TB fibers. Second, the lateral nucleus of the TB
(LNTB) is situated ventral to the LSO and lateral to the
VNTB. The LNTB can be distinguished from the VNTB by
a population of large, oval cells whose long axis is oriented
parallel to the dorsoventral axis. Third, we refer to a thin
shell surrounding the lateral, dorsal, and medial borders
of the LSO as the peri-LSO (Thompson and Thompson,

In seven of eight rats, BDA injection sites (Fig. 1A) were
restricted along the tonotopic axis of the DCN and did not
spill into the underlying DAS. Collectively, the injection
sites spanned most of the tonotopic axis (drawing just
below Fig. 1A). In each of these seven cases, a distinctive
and reliable pattern of labeling was observed in the VCN.
This pattern and the VCN cell types filled by such an
injection have been described in detail previously (Doucet
and Ryugo, 1997; Doucet et al., 1999b) and so will only be
summarized. Microneurons and axons were labeled and
distributed within the granule cell domain (GCD). In the
magnocellular core, the majority of the BDA labeling was
confined to a thin band of filled somata, dendrites, axons,
and swellings (Fig. 1B,C). This pattern was observed in
most sections through the VCN. The labeled band resembles a VCN isofrequency lamina, defined as a collection of
VCN neurons that are sensitive to the same range of
frequencies.
Injections of BDA can produce “Golgi-like” labeling of
neurons, which allows the filled cells to be classified according to their dendritic morphology. Retrogradely labeled VCN cells were classified as “multipolar” based on
their multiple primary dendrites and the relatively
straight trajectory of their dendrites. Bushy cells are another morphological class of VCN neurons. In contrast to
multipolar cells, their dendritic morphology is characterized by one or two primary dendrites that branch profusely in a cluster near the cell body (Cant and Morest,
1979; Saldaña et al., 1987). We did not observe labeled
bushy cells in these experiments, and the rostral pole of
the AVCN, the home of many SBCs, is essentially devoid
of labeled cells (Fig. 2).
BDA-filled multipolar cells consisted of at least three
distinct groups: planar, radiate, and marginal. Members
of each class exhibited a different distribution with respect to the labeled band and thus a different pattern of
axonal projections to the DCN. Planar cells and their
dendrites were confined primarily to the labeled band.
This distribution suggests that their projections are organized tonotopically. Radiate neurons were found inside
and outside the labeled band, and their dendrites extend
widely across the frequency axis of the VCN. Marginal
neurons were typically located within and dorsal to the
labeled band in the small cell region that is squeezed
between the GCD and the magnocellular core. The distribution of radiate and marginal neurons suggests that they
provide both on- and off-frequency information to DCN
neurons. Planar cells are more numerous than radiate or
marginal cells. We counted the somata located inside the
labeled band (mostly planar cells) and outside the band
(mostly radiate and marginal cells). In six rats, the inside/
outside ratio ranged from 2.5 to 8.6 (mean 4.8 ⫾ 2.8).

Anterograde labeling in the SOC
In each rat, labeled axons and swellings were observed
in the VCN, the SOC, nuclei of the lateral lemniscus
(NLL), and the IC on both sides of the brain. In the VCN
and SOC, the amount of anterograde labeling was greater
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Fig. 1. Retrograde labeling in the ipsilateral VCN after an injection of BDA in the DCN. A–C display data from rat 5/3/01, A. A: Photomicrograph of a coronal section through the DCN illustrates a BDA
injection site from a typical case. Note that the reaction product is
confined to the DCN and that it is restricted along the dorsomedial/
ventrolateral (tonotopic) axis. The center of the injection site for each
rat is displayed beneath this panel, and the centers cluster into three
groups (I, II, and III). The injection site for the eighth rat is shown in
Figure 7. B: Photomicrograph of a coronal section through the posterior VCN. Several microneurons are labeled in the granule cell domain (GCD) dorsal to the VCN and along the lateral border of the
nucleus. Note that the majority of the retrograde labeling in the VCN
core is confined to a band that runs across the medial/lateral axis.
Through serial sections, individual bands align and resemble a VCN
isofrequency sheet. C: A high-magnification photomicrograph of the
BDA-filled structures in the band (box in B). The band is filled with
labeled cell bodies (arrows), dendrites, axons, and numerous swellings
that are presumably axon terminals. Scale bar in A ⫽ 100 m for A,B;
bar in diagram ⫽ 250 m; bar in C ⫽ 25 m.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of retrogradely labeled neurons within the
ipsilateral VCN after an injection of BDA in the DCN. A: Drawing
tube reconstruction of a sagittal section through the cochlear nucleus
(CN) that displays the auditory nerve root (AN) and the dorsal (DCN),
posteroventral (PVCN), and anteroventral (AVCN) divisions of the
nucleus. B: Plot displaying the distribution of labeled cells for three
cases. The x-axis is the distance from the caudal boundary of the
PVCN normalized by the length of the VCN, and it is aligned with the
drawing. Note that most of the labeled cells are located in the PVCN
or near the root of the AN. The lack of filled cells in the anterior region
of the AVCN is evidence that SBCs are not labeled after BDA injections in the DCN.

ipsilateral to the injection site, whereas there was more of
such labeling on the contralateral side in the NLL and IC.
For this report, we confined our analysis to the SOC and in
particular the LSO.
Figure 3 displays the typical pattern of labeling in the
SOC. Across the different cases, filled axons and swellings
consistently were observed bilaterally in the CPO and
RPO (data not shown). In sections through the LSO, labeling was observed ipsilaterally in the LSO and LNTB,
contralaterally in the SPN, and bilaterally in the peri-LSO
and VNTB. The remaining SOC nuclei contained a few
filled swellings or were devoid of labeling.
The most striking feature of the labeling pattern in the
SOC was a thin band of BDA-filled axons and swellings in
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Fig. 3. Distribution of axonal swellings in the superior olivary
complex (SOC) after an injection of BDA in the DCN. A: Low-magnification drawing of the SOC ipsilateral and contralateral to the injection site. Dots denote axonal swellings, and each asterisk signifies a
retrogradely labeled cell. Note the band of swellings in the ipsilateral
lateral superior olive (LSO). B: Photomontage of the ipsilateral LSO
taken from the same coronal section drawn in A. The BDA labeling is
confined to a narrow band (arrows) that contains thin axons marked
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by en passant and terminal swellings. The inset (position is denoted
inside the LSO) is a high-magnification photograph of a few representative swellings. D, dorsal; LNTB, lateral nucleus of the trapezoid
body; M, medial; MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; MSO,
medial superior olive; SPN, superior paraolivary nucleus; VNTB,
ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body. Scale bars ⫽ 500 m in A, 100
m in B, 10 m in inset.
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the ipsilateral LSO (Fig. 3). Within the band, axons
formed mostly en passant swellings, but terminal swellings were also observed. They were clustered around the
somata of some LSO cells but more often were observed in
the neuropil (inset, Fig. 3B). The labeled band was observed throughout the length of the LSO (Fig. 4). LSO
principal cells are shaped like discs, with dendrites flattened in the medial-lateral dimension and elongated in
the rostral-caudal dimension (Scheibel and Scheibel,
1974). Principal cells and their dendrites align with incoming axons (Ramón y Cajal, 1909; Scheibel and Scheibel, 1974; Sanes et al., 1990) and form fibrodendritic layers that are thought to be the anatomical substrate for
isofrequency laminae. In our experiments, when adjacent
sections through the LSO are aligned as in Figure 4, the
band of labeling creates a three-dimensional sheet resembling an isofrequency lamina.
The labeling in the ipsilateral LNTB, LSO, and periLSO appeared to arise from thin collaterals that sprouted
from thicker axons in the TB (Fig. 5A). The collaterals
exhibited a ventrolateral to dorsomedial trajectory and
together formed a stripe of labeling through these three
SOC nuclei (see, e.g., Fig. 4B). It was impossible to trace
every individual collateral from its branch point into the
LSO, because there were simply too many labeled fibers
and the distance traversed was too great. Nevertheless,
we observed a few collaterals in each rat that could be
followed along their route into the LNTB and LSO, where
they formed axonal swellings.
One source of labeled axons in the TB is BDA-filled
multipolar cells in the VCN. We observed axons near the
medial border of the labeled band in the VCN that could be
followed into the TB (Fig. 5B). At the border of the VCN,
some labeled axons gave rise to thin, dorsally running
collaterals (Fig. 5C). The position and orientation of these
collaterals make them strong candidates for the ventrotubercular projection to the DCN. We were unable to determine whether the parent axons producing putative ventrotubercular collaterals (Fig. 5C) were the same as those
producing SOC collaterals (Fig. 5A).
A second prominent bundle of labeled fibers was observed in the DAS medial to the injection site. A major
source of these axons was undoubtedly filled DCN pyramidal and giant cells. These axons terminate in the contralateral IC (data not shown), as reported previously
(Osen, 1972; Strominger, 1973). For one rat, we severed
the axons of pyramidal and giant cells by cutting the DAS
after injecting BDA into the DCN. We wanted to determine whether DCN neurons contributed to the anterograde labeling in the ipsilateral LSO. The result was that
axonal labeling in the contralateral IC was virtually eliminated, whereas large numbers of axons and swellings
were still observed in the LSO (see Fig. 7). Thus we confirmed that DCN neurons do not project to the ipsilateral
LSO (Osen, 1972; Warr 1982).

Topography of projections to the LSO
A topographic relationship was observed among the locations of the DCN injection site, the labeled band in the
ipsilateral VCN, and the band of filled axons and swellings
in the ipsilateral LSO. The locations of the DCN injection
sites clustered into three groups (Fig. 1). With respect to
the issue of topography, results among members of the
same group were indistinguishable. Therefore, Figure 6
displays data from three cases, one from each group. All
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three nuclei are organized tonotopically (DCN: Ryan et al.,
1988; Kaltenbach and Lazor, 1991; Spirou et al., 1993;
VCN: Clopton et al., 1974; Bourk et al., 1981; LSO: Tsuchitani and Boudreau, 1967; Guinan et al., 1972; Friauf,
1992), and the position of cells tuned to high frequencies
and those most sensitive to low frequencies is indicated in
the middle row. As the injection site shifts from high- to
low-frequency regions of the DCN (top to bottom row),
there is an orderly shift of the labeled bands in the VCN
and LSO from higher to lower frequency regions of these
nuclei. Recall that the labeled band in the VCN contains
planar multipolar cells (Fig. 1). The data in Figure 6 are
thus consistent with the hypothesis that planar cells are a
source of the labeled axons and swellings in the LSO.
If the injection site and labeled bands are located in
corresponding frequency regions of each nucleus, then the
data in Figure 6 suggest that the spatial representation of
frequency differs across these structures. For example, an
injection site clearly located in the lateral half of the DCN
(middle row, Fig. 6) results in a band of labeling that
nearly bisects the VCN and LSO. When the injection site
is located even more laterally in the DCN (bottom row,
Fig. 6), the labeled band in the VCN shifts toward the
ventral border, but the band in the LSO does not invade
the lateral limb. In fact, we did not observe labeled axonal
swellings in the lateral (low frequency) limb of the LSO.

Retrograde labeling in the brainstem
In principle, all structures that contain labeled neurons
could be a source of collateral fibers in the LSO. The VCN is
one such structure, but BDA-filled somata were observed
bilaterally in several brainstem nuclei. In the ipsilateral
VCN, the BDA reaction product was distributed uniformly
throughout the soma and frequently filled the entire dendritic tree of the cells. This type of labeling was also observed
in the SOC, but, for many SOC cells, the reaction product
appeared granular and was often confined to the soma. We
counted the labeled cells regardless of the darkness of staining and display the results in Table 1.
For most nuclei, the number of labeled neurons was
small and/or highly variable. Typically, there was at least
one case in which the number of filled cells was under 10.
In contrast, the amount of labeling in the LSO was robust
in all rats. Structures that were sparsely and variably
marked with filled cells are almost certainly not major
contributors to the labeling in the LSO. IC neurons can be
eliminated as a source, because they do not project to the
LSO (Faye-Lund, 1986; Caicedo and Herbert, 1993; Malmierca et al., 1996).
The ipsilateral VCN and the contralateral VNTB consistently contained a large number of retrogradely labeled
cells. In addition, the location of labeled cells in the contralateral VNTB appeared to be related topographically to
the position of the DCN injection site (data not shown).
However, several observations favor the idea that VCN
neurons are responsible for the majority of the labeling in
the LSO. First, labeling in the VCN reliably revealed
darkly stained somata and dendrites, whereas such labeling in the VNTB was many times light, granular, and
confined to the cell body. Second, the average number of
filled neurons in the VCN was four times that in the
contralateral VNTB. Third, the amount of labeling in the
LSO appeared to be quite stable across rats. The number
of labeled cells in the VCN was also quite stable [standard
deviation (SD) ⫽ 24% of the mean] when compared with
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that seen in the VNTB (SD ⫽ 44% of the mean). Finally, in
one case, the BDA injection spilled into the DAS (Fig. 7A),
and the number of retrogradely labeled cells in the ipsilateral VCN was nearly twice the average seen in the
other rats (Fig. 7B, Table 1). In contrast, the number of
labeled cells in the contralateral VNTB was near the average. In this case, we observed a dramatic increase in the
amount of anterograde labeling in the ipsilateral LSO
(Fig. 7C). Furthermore, the spread of the labeled axons
and swellings over the medial limb of the LSO is what one
would expect if VCN multipolar cells were the primary
source of this labeling (Fig. 7D).

DISCUSSION
Our main conclusion is that planar multipolar cells of
the VCN give rise to a topographically organized projection to the ipsilateral DCN and LSO (Fig. 8). This conclusion is based on light microscopic analyses of results obtained from discrete BDA injections in the DCN of rats
that produced a narrow band of labeled axons and swellings in the ipsilateral LSO. We assume that the axonal
swellings represent presynaptic terminals. Within the
VCN, BDA-filled multipolar cells fall into at least three
groups: planar, radiate, and marginal. Radiate neurons
project to the DCN and the contralateral CN (Doucet et
al., 1999a). The axons of these cells exit the CN by way of
the DAS (Cant and Gaston, 1982; Schofield and Cant,
1996; Doucet and Ryugo, unpublished observations);
therefore, they cannot be responsible for the labeled collaterals in the TB that innervate the LSO (Fig. 5). In each
experiment, between five and fifteen marginal neurons
were sprinkled across the tonotopic axis of the VCN. The
modest number of labeled marginal cells and their apparent nontopographic organization minimize their potential
as a source for the pathway to the LSO. In contrast, large
numbers of labeled planar cells were observed in each rat,
and there is a reliable topographic relationship between
their location in the VCN and the band of labeling in the
LSO. Consequently, we propose that most of the filled
axons in the LSO represent the collaterals of planar cells.
We cannot rule out the possibility that, in some cases,
retrogradely labeled cells in the ipsilateral LNTB and/or
the contralateral VNTB also contributed to the labeling in
the LSO. Prior studies that injected horseradish peroxidase into the LSO showed very few retrogradely labeled
cells in these two SOC nuclei, suggesting only a weak
connection (Glendenning et al., 1985; Cant and Casseday,

Fig. 4. Photomontages of five fluorescent coronal sections (A–E)
through the LSO ipsilateral to the injection site. For this rat, we
injected the right DCN and visualized BDA-filled structures with
streptavidin-Cy3 (labeled structures appear white). In the inset, the
position of the sections along the rostral/caudal axis of the LSO is
shown. The distance between sections is approximately 150 m. Note
that in each section the majority of the LSO label is confined to a thin
band. All five sections are aligned with respect to the medial/lateral
axis, and the bands are “in register” with each other. In three dimensions, the labeled bands form a continuous sheet that runs rostralcaudally through the nucleus and resembles an LSO isofrequency
lamina. In some sections (see, e.g., B and C), the band of labeled
axons, swellings, and neurons (some denoted by arrowheads) clearly
extend beyond the LSO and into the LNTB and peri-LSO. TB, trapezoid body; 7, facial nucleus. Scale bar ⫽ 200 m.

Fig. 5. BDA-filled axons and collaterals within the VCN and TB
labeled with fluorescent streptavidin-Cy3. A: High-magnification photomontage of labeled TB axons with collateral branches. The inset
displays the location of these collaterals ventral to the LNTB and
LSO. Thin collaterals (arrows) branch from thicker axons and some
can be followed into the LNTB, where they form terminal swellings.
B: Photomontage of a coronal section through the VCN and the AN.
The majority of the labeling is confined to the GCD and a band (arrow)
near the ventral border of the VCN. Several filled axons are located

medial to the band and can be followed into the TB. These fibers are
inferred to arise from labeled planar multipolar cells within the band
(see text). One or two darkly labeled fibers in the AN are probably
retrogradely labeled AN fibers that innervate the DCN injection site.
C: High-magnification photomicrograph of the region denoted by the
box in B. Thin collaterals (arrows) project dorsally toward the DCN
and may represent ventrotubercular axons. sp5, Spinal trigeminal
tract; 7n, seventh (facial) nerve (see also legend to Fig. 3). Scale bars ⫽
25 m in A,C, 200 m in B.
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Fig. 6. Photomontages illustrating the topographic relationship
between the injection site in the DCN and BDA-filled structures in the
ipsilateral VCN and LSO. Data from separate rats are displayed in
each row. For the middle row, we labeled the general location of cells
in each structure tuned to high frequencies and those tuned to low
frequencies. The position of the coronal section along the rostralcaudal axis of each structure is approximately the same. In the left
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column, note that the location of each injection site shifts to progressively lower frequency regions of the DCN. The position of the labeled
band in the VCN and the LSO (arrows in each column) shifts accordingly. This topographic relationship is consistent with the idea that
VCN planar cells located in the labeled band are a source of the filled
axons and terminals in the LSO. Scale bars ⫽ 250m and apply to
figures in the same column.
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TABLE 1. Number of Retrogradely Labeled Neurons in Brainstem and Midbrain Auditory Nuclei
Following an Injection of BDA Into the Dorsal Cochlear Nucleus
Retrograde labeling in
Ipsilateral
Cases
5/3/01,A
5/7/01,A
5/31/01,A
6/29/01,A
7/20/01,A
7/20/01,B
Average
5/31/01,B1

Contralateral

VCN

LSO

PeriLSO

LNTB

VNTB

CPO

RPO

Other

IC

LSO

PeriLSO

LNTB

VNTB

CPO

RPO

IC

200
156
284
164
207
251
210
448

13
5
9
4
3
2
6
4

5
11
13
10
12
19
12
4

29
8
33
25
10
20
21
12

19
13
16
2
4
17
12
32

2
0
3
0
1
1
1
8

14
3
27
3
12
2
10
13

0
0
0
1
2
0
1
8

18
27
74
—
—
—
40
70

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
1
4
2
4
1
3
2

2
0
4
1
0
1
1
0

54
35
40
60
93
32
52
54

3
0
2
2
0
0
1
2

0
8
17
9
6
5
8
18

7
18
45
—
—
—
23
32

1
BDA injection spread into the DAS, and the DAS was cut medial to DCN. Data from this animal are not included in the averages. See Materials and Methods for the definition
of SOC nuclei.

1986). However, the axons of individual LNTB neurons
filled in a slice preparation can be traced into the ipsilateral LSO (Kuwabara and Zook, 1992). Injections of BDA
into the VNTB can produce terminal labeling in the contralateral LSO (Warr and Beck, 1996). These recent studies indicate that more work is needed to resolve the extent
to which the LNTB and VNTB represent sources of input
to the LSO. Still, in this paper, we argue that VNTB and
LNTB neurons represent only a minor source of labeling
in the LSO for reasons that have already been delineated
(see Results).
The conclusion that planar cells project to the LSO is
consistent with the findings of prior investigators. For
example, lesions within the globular bushy and multipolar
cell area in cats resulted in axonal degeneration in the
ipsilateral LSO (Warr, 1982). Injection of retrograde tracers into the LSO of the cat labeled cells in the PVCN,
where multipolar cells are the dominant cell type. However, the cells could not be classified based on their dendritic morphology, because the tracers did not fill the
dendrites (Glendenning et al., 1985; Cant and Casseday,
1986). Direct injections of anterograde tracers into the
PVCN of cats and guinea pigs revealed a topographically
organized projection to the ipsilateral LSO, but the injection site obscured the cell types that sent the axons
(Thompson and Thompson, 1987, 1991; Thompson, 1998).
Finally, single-cell-labeling studies in the cat and rat VCN
have provided a few but nonetheless unambiguous instances in which axons of multipolar cells are traced into
the ipsilateral LSO (Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984; Friauf and
Ostwald, 1988). In the present report, BDA produced
“Golgi-like” filling of VCN neurons, allowing the classification of planar cells to be based on dendritic morphology
as well as projection pattern. Thus our results confirm
earlier reports that VCN multipolar cells, in addition to
SBCs, innervate the ipsilateral LSO and extend these
findings by identifying the planar cell type as a source of
this input.

Technical considerations and labeling
outside the LSO
Planar cell projections to the DCN and the properties of
BDA can account for the observed labeling patterns (see,
e.g., Fig. 7D). BDA has two features that are relevant to
this discussion. First, neurons filled with BDA transport
the dye both anterogradely and retrogradely (Veenman et
al., 1992; Rajakumar et al., 1993; Reiner et al., 2000).

Second, collateral– collateral transport of BDA within single cells is quite effective in central neurons (Chen and
Aston-Jones, 1998). As a result, BDA can fill the entire
axon of a cell with injection into the terminal field of a
single collateral. When BDA is injected into the terminal
fields of planar cell collaterals in the DCN, they transport
the tracer retrogradely to fill their somata and dendrites
in the VCN. Additionally, BDA is transported anterogradely by the parent axon into the TB and fills collateral
axons that target the ipsilateral LSO. When the injection
site is shifted to different frequency regions of the DCN,
the set of labeled planar cells shifts to the corresponding
frequency regions in the VCN, as do their labeled collaterals in the LSO (see Fig. 8). When BDA spills into the
DAS, planar cells that project into the injection site will be
filled as well as those targeting higher frequency regions
because of the labeling of “axons of passage” (Fig. 7D).
The pattern of terminal labeling in the SOC described
here is similar to that described when the PVCN— home
to most planar cells (Fig. 2)—was injected with an anterograde tracer (Thompson and Thompson, 1991). This correspondence suggests that planar cells might be responsible for most of the labeled terminals that we observed in
the SOC. In some coronal sections, the collaterals in the
TB that targeted the LSO formed a bundle that also innervated the LNTB and the peri-LSO (see, e.g., Fig. 4B).
We are confident that planar cells are also responsible for
most of the labeling in these two regions. The location of
terminals in the peri-LSO was related topographically to
the DCN injection site (summarized in Fig. 8), whereas
that in the LNTB was more diffuse (see, e.g., Fig. 3). For
terminals in other regions of the SOC, such as the VNTB
or contralateral LSO, several factors prevent us from assigning a source. First, there were fewer terminals in
these areas, and their topographic relationship with the
injection site, if one exists, was more complicated. Second,
we could not trace the axonal source of these terminals to
a particular neuron or fiber tract. Third, given the properties of BDA described above and how little is known
about the local projections of SOC cells, we cannot exclude
the retrogradely labeled SOC neurons as sources for the
labeled terminals.

Functional considerations
LSO principal cells are sensitive to intensity differences
between the two ears (Tsuchitani and Boudreau, 1966,
1967; Goldberg and Brown, 1969). They respond to small
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Fig. 8. Diagram summarizing our conclusions. Three VCN planar
cells are drawn in three different isofrequency laminae: high (green),
middle (blue), and low (red). The terminal field of each planar cell in
the ipsilateral DCN, LSO, and peri-LSO is illustrated with corresponding colors. Our conclusion is that VCN planar cells project
collateral axons to the DCN and LSO. The labeling patterns suggest
that these projections are tonotopically organized. Planar cell axons
also cross the midline and target cells in the contralateral inferior
colliculus (not shown). See earlier figure legends for abbreviations.

intensity differences even when the average level of the
sound in each ear is quite high (Boudreau and Tsuchitani,
1968; Tollin and Yin, 2002a). These features imply that
the LSO receives input from CN pathways that encode
intensity. Our finding that planar cells, in addition to
SBCs, project to the LSO prompts us to consider how these
two pathways might contribute to the coding of intensity.
SBCs correlate with the physiological unit type referred
to as primary-like units; they respond to sound in a fashion that resembles that of auditory nerve fibers (Rhode et
al., 1983; Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984). Primary-like units
are thought to preserve the pattern of activity in the
auditory nerve and relay this temporal information to
their targets in the brainstem (Molnar and Pfeiffer, 1968;
Rhode and Smith, 1986; Young et al., 1988). This idea is
supported by the projections of SBCs to the MSO, a nucleus containing cells that are sensitive to timing differences between the two ears (Goldberg and Brown, 1969;
Yin and Chan, 1990). The role of SBC input to the LSO is
less clear. Historically, stimulus intensity was thought to
be encoded by the firing rate of auditory nerve fibers and

Fig. 7. Labeling in the ipsilateral VCN and LSO after a BDA
injection that encroached on the DAS. A: Photomontage of a coronal
section through the DCN displaying the BDA injection site. Note that
the center of the injection site is deeper than for the case shown in
Figure 1. The injection spilled into the DAS. B: Photomontage of
coronal section through the VCN. A band of labeling (arrow) is observed, but there are also many labeled cells dorsal to the band (a few
denoted with arrowheads). C: Photomontage of coronal section
through the LSO. Note that labeled axons and swellings are located
throughout much of the medial limb of the LSO. D: Drawing displaying our interpretation of the labeling patterns in the VCN and LSO
observed for this case. The injection (stippled region) labels VCN
neurons that project to the center of the injection site (cell a) and also
neurons sensitive to higher frequencies via fibers-of-passage (cell b).
For this case, if VCN neurons are a significant source of the axonal
labeling in the LSO, one would predict an expansion of the LSO label
within the medial (high-frequency) limb of the LSO as shown. A and
B are presented at identical magnifications. Scale bars ⫽ 200m.
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not the precise times at which they fire (see Viemeister,
1988; Delgutte, 1996). Recent modeling studies, however,
suggest that intensity may be encoded in the temporal
pattern of activity in the nerve (Carney, 1994; Heinz et al.,
2001). Furthermore, GBCs, another CN cell type implicated in processing temporal information (Joris et al.,
1994a,b), appear to be the sole origin of the pathway from
the opposite ear to the LSO. Thus the activity of bushy
cells may convey intensity information to the LSO via
their sensitivity to temporal patterns in the auditory
nerve.
Planar cells belong to the morphological class refered to
as multipolar or stellate neurons. These cells correlate
with the physiological type named chopper or onset units
(Rhode et al., 1983; Rouiller and Ryugo, 1984). We have
argued previously that planar cells are most likely “chopper” units (see Doucet and Ryugo, 1997). Chopper units
have been hypothesized for many reasons to encode intensity. For example, their intrinsic membrane properties
(Oertel et al., 1988) combined with the distribution of
inputs on their soma and dendrites (Cant, 1981) seem to
sensitize them to the firing rate of auditory nerve fibers
(Young et al., 1988). Some chopper units respond over
wide ranges of intensity (Rhode and Smith, 1986) even in
the presence of intense background noise (May and Sachs,
1992; May et al., 1997). It seems relevant to note that
birds use IIDs to detect the elevation of a sound in space
and that the neural pathways subserving IID detection
are composed primarily of chopper units (Sullivan and
Konishi, 1984; Takahashi et al., 1984; Mogdans and
Knudsen, 1994). Our finding that planar cells project to
the LSO suggests that birds and mammals share common
mechanisms for encoding intensity and detecting IIDs.
Two different cell types (SBCs and planar cells) could
project to the same target, or they could each synapse on
different types of LSO neurons. The LSO is heterogeneous
in its neuronal composition (Helfert and Schwartz, 1986,
1987; Rietzel and Friauf, 1998). Principal cells represent
75% of the population, exhibit dendrites that form a discoid and uniplanar domain, and are organized into rostralcaudal sheets oriented perpendicular to the curvature of
the nucleus (Scheibel and Scheibel, 1974; Cant, 1984;
Helfert and Schwartz, 1986; Majorossy and Kiss, 1990).
Roughly half of these cells project to the ipsilateral IC,
whereas the other half project to the contralateral IC
(Glendenning and Masterton, 1983; Saint Marie et al.,
1989; Brunso-Bechtold et al., 1994). The ipsilaterally projecting neurons have a high-affinity uptake system for
glycine (Saint Marie and Baker, 1990) and are covered
with endings containing round synaptic vesicles (BrunsoBechtold et al., 1994). The implication is that excitatory
inputs from the ipsilateral CN impinge on inhibitory LSO
neurons that have an ipsilateral projection to the IC.
There is also the “lateral efferent” system that in rats
originates in and around the LSO (White and Warr, 1983;
Aschoff and Ostwald, 1988; Warr et al., 1997). Little is
known about the inputs to these lateral efferent neurons.
Finally, even when labeled planar cells seem to be located
in the ventral (low-frequency) region of the VCN, there is
a curious lack of labeling in the lateral (low-frequency)
limb of the LSO (Fig. 6). Does this pattern indicate that
different frequency regions of the LSO receive different
proportions of planar cell and SBC input? It seems clear
that identifying the LSO targets of planar cells and SBCs
will provide new insights into the structurally and func-
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tionally distinct pathways emanating from the CN and
LSO.
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